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Introduction

● What do we mean by peer review ?

● Some background / history of peer review

● Researching peer review: what do we know ?

● Open peer review - various flavours

● Patient peer review

● Preprints and what they mean for peer review

● All with a biomedical slant

What am I going to talk about?
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What do we mean by peer review? 



Meaning and history

If any of your work has been peer-reviewed, or if you have ever been a 

peer-reviewer, then at least one of these is true: 

A bet I will make with authors and peer reviewers: 

➢ You have complained about peer review to a colleague

➢ You have heard or read someone complaining about peer review

➢ As an author, you think peer review has not improved your paper

➢ As a reviewer, you think you have improved someone else’s 

paper

➢ You suspect you could come up with a better system





Meaning and history

“Peer review is the critical assessment of manuscripts 

submitted to journals by experts who are usually not part 

of the editorial staff. 

Because unbiased, independent, critical assessment is an 

intrinsic part of all scholarly work, including scientific 

research, peer review is an important extension of the 

scientific process.”

International Committee of Medical Journal Editors 

(ICMJE) definition of peer review



Meaning and history

Technical review - by experts in the field

Is the work properly done? 

Are the claims statistically valid? 

Can the conclusions be drawn from the results shown? 

Technical review vs. editorial selection



Meaning and history

Editorial selection - by editors, with advice from 

experts in the field
Is the work interesting and important to the readers of this journal?  

Technical review vs. editorial selection

Assertion: 
Almost all complaints about ‘peer review’ are 

really complaints about editorial selection.



Meaning and history

“It is a laborious and difficult method, 

involving heavy daily correspondence 

and constant vigilance to guard against 

personal eccentricity or prejudice or – the 

bugbear of journalism – unjustifiable 

censure. But that method may… be 

recommended as one that gives 

authoritative accuracy, reality and 

trustworthiness to journalism.”

Ernest Hart (Editor of The British Medical 

Journal) writing to US medical editors in 

1893

The BMJ adopted peer review early on

Drummond Rennie: Editorial peer review: its development and rationale, 2002



Researching peer review

What is it good for? How do we know?



Researching history

https://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk/philosophicaltransactions/



Researching peer review

“We announced in 1986 that we would sponsor and hold a 

conference to present the results of research into the process 

of editorial selection and improvement of scientific 

manuscripts, constituting peer review…

Each of these Congresses, held every 4 years since 1989 and 

organized by JAMA and the BMJ, have been devoted to 3 days 

of presentations of original research into editorial processes.”

Next Congress: 2021 

30 years of research on peer review

Rennie D, Flanagin A, Godlee F, Bloom T. The Eighth International Congress on Peer Review and 

Biomedical Publication: A Call for Research. JAMA. 2015;313(20):2031-2032. 



Researching peer review

First: agree how we’ll know if a peer review is good

https://www.jclinepi.com/article/S0895-4356(99)00047-5/fulltext





Researching peer review

● 607 peer reviewers randomized to receive face-to-face training, or a 

self-taught package, or a control 

● Each reviewer sent the same three papers, each with 9 major and 5 

minor methodological errors inserted. 

● At baseline reviewers found an average of 2.58 of the nine major 

errors…The mean number of errors reported was similar for papers 2 

and 3. 

● Training had little effect. 

● Any effect was short-lived

Peer review doesn’t find most errors, and training 

doesn’t help much



Researching peer review

● Survey of 420 BMJ papers with 690 reviews

● Review quality increases with time spent on 

review, up to 3 hours but not beyond

How long should reviewers spend on a review?



Researching peer review

● aged under 40

● known to the editors (experienced at the journal)

● methodological training (statistics & epidemiology)

What makes a good reviewer? 



Researching peer review

Q: Do tables and figures 

change much after peer 

review  (clinical trials)? 

Two more completed studies: 

Q: Are author-suggested 

reviewers different from editor-

suggested ones? 

A: Not very much

A: Yes, they’re slightly more 

likely to recommend 

acceptance



Researching peer review

“...little empirical evidence is available to support the use of 

editorial peer review as a mechanism to ensure quality of 

biomedical research. However, the methodological problems 

in studying peer review are many and complex. At present, 

the absence of evidence on efficacy and effectiveness cannot 

be interpreted as evidence of their absence. 

A large, well-funded programme of research on the effects of 

editorial peer review should be urgently launched.”

2007 Cochrane review on editorial peer review

Jefferson T, Rudin M, Brodney Folse S, Davidoff F. Editorial peer review for improving the quality of reports 
of biomedical studies. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2007, Issue 2. Art. No.: MR000016. 



Researching peer review

22 reports of randomized controlled trials - only 7 since 2004 

● training (n = 5): did not improve review report quality

● addition of a statistical reviewer (n = 2): improved the final manuscript

● use of a checklist (n = 2): did not improve the manuscript

● open peer review ([open identities]; n = 7): 

● improved quality of the review report; 

● did not affect the time reviewers spent on review; 

● decreased the rate of rejection

● blinded peer review ([peer reviewers blinded to authors’ ID]; n = 6): 

did not affect the quality of 

review or the rejection rate

A more recent independent meta-analysis (2016)



https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/evidence-based-publishing/bmj-research-

progress



Opening up peer review

Blinding versus transparency



Peer review transparency

Peer review research has identified many kinds of potential bias:

● Author-related

● Prestige (author/institution)

● Gender

● Geography

● Paper-related

● Positive results

● English language

● Reviewer-related

● competing interests

● personal issues

Potential biases in peer review



Peer review transparency

Closed review:

● Single blind

● authors masked

● reviewers masked

● Double blind - both masked

● Triple blind - editors also masked

Open review:

● Open reports (published with the final article)

● Open identities (signed reports sent to author)

● Open review in real time 

● Open participation (review by the crowd)

● … and other flavours

Can being more open or more closed help? 



Open identities

Open reports

Open participation

Open interaction

Open pre-review manuscripts (preprints)

Open final-version commenting

Open platforms (“decoupled review”)

So many flavours of “open peer review"

Ross-Hellauer T. What is open peer review? A systematic review 

[version 2; referees: 4 approved]. F1000Research 2017, 6:588 

(doi: 10.12688/f1000research.11369.2)

https://f1000research.com/articles/6-588/v2

http://dx.doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.11369.2


Peer review transparency

“We think that the value of published review reports to 

referees, authors, the public and editors far outweighs the 

risks and toil. In an ideal world, all published papers would 

be accompanied by the contents of their peer-review 

reports. For now, we recommend that the practice is 

encouraged while the scientific community assesses 

whether and how author characteristics, such as ethnicity 

and country of origin, influence reviewer feedback. Any 

structural barriers to equality must be eliminated.”

A call for more openness in peer review



Peer review transparency

Answer:

Blinding & unmasking made no editorially significant 

difference to review quality, reviewers' 

recommendations, or time taken to review

van Rooyen S, Godlee F, Evans S, Smith R, Black N. 

Effect of blinding and unmasking on the quality of peer 

review: a randomized trial. JAMA 1998: 280; 234-7.

Does blinding reviewers to authors’ identities and/ or 

revealing the reviewers' identity to a co-reviewer 

(unmasking) affect the quality of reviews?



Peer review transparency

Answer:

No important effect on quality of the review, recommendation regarding 

publication, or the time taken to review. But it significantly increased the 

likelihood of reviewers declining to review. 

➔ The BMJ introduced signed reviewers' opinions

van Rooyen S, Godlee F, Evans S, Black N, Smith R. Effect 

of open peer review on quality of reviews and reviewers' 

recommendations: a randomised trial. BMJ 1999;318:23-7.

Does revealing the reviewer's identity to the author 

affect the quality of the reviewer's opinion?



Peer review transparency

Answer:

No important effect on quality of the review or recommendation regarding 

publication. But it increased the likelihood of reviewers declining to 

review and increased the time taken preparing a review. 

➔ The BMJ posts peer reviewers’ reports with published articles

van Rooyen S, Delamothe T, Evans SJW. Effect on peer review 

of telling reviewers that their signed reviews might be posted on 

the web: randomised controlled trial. BMJ 2010; 341:c5729.

Does telling the reviewer that their review will be 

posted with the final article alter review quality? 



Researching peer review

Weighing Up Anonymity and Openness 

in Publication Peer Review 

- Hilda Bastian, May 2015 
http://blogs.plos.org/absolutely-maybe/2015/05/13/weighing-up-

anonymity-and-openness-in-publication-peer-review/

The Fractured Logic of Blinded Peer 

Review in Journals 

- Hilda Bastian, October 2017 
http://blogs.plos.org/absolutely-maybe/2017/10/31/the-fractured-

logic-of-blinded-peer-review-in-journals/

Fabulous blog analyses of research in this area: 



Peer review transparency

The BMJ publishes all research with open 
access, identifies all reviewers to authors, 
and, since early 2015, publishes a detailed 
“prepublication history” that includes 
reviewers’ signed reports. 

This open peer review policy draws on 
evidence from two randomised controlled 
trials of open peer review, and on 19 years 
experience of mandatory open peer 
review.

We also have very active commenting

Summary of The BMJ’s approach



Peer review transparency

Authors should respond promptly to 

substantive queries and requests from 

the editors or readers after publication, 

particularly regarding the integrity of the 

published article

Concerns may be raised through:

● letters to the editor

● complaints to the editor, the 

publisher, or via the Committee on 

Publication Ethics 

● media or social media 

Post publication peer review



Patient peer review

Peer review by the people most affected by the research



Patient partnership

“The BMJ has committed to improving the relevance and patient 

Partnership with patients, carers and advocates

centredness of 

its research, 

education, 

analysis, 

and editorial 

articles by 

asking patients 

to comment on 

them.”



Patient partnership

● authors of research papers state if/how they involved patients 

in setting research question, outcome measures, design and 

implementation of study, and results dissemination

● patient editor involved in 

research team discussions

● patient review of papers  

Patient peer review



Patient peer review

● Database of patient volunteers

● Invitations sent alongside ‘regular’ peer reviewers

Ongoing research: 

● Similar likelihood of accepting an invitation

● Similar likelihood of delivery

● Slightly faster at delivering

● Most would recommend it to 

other patients, other journals

● Most don’t mind open review

● Most authors respond courteously

How does it work? 



Patient partnership

Open peer review

with patient review



Publishing more quickly

The case for preprints



Preprints

● Speed up science: faster dissemination

● Allow pre-publication peer review and feedback, 

making ‘better’ articles

● Give authors precedence 

● Freely available (but not always fully ‘open’) 

The case for preprints

http://asapbio.org/



Preprints

Speed matters

Steve Quake, Stanford. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zt9hlbet2Lk

&feature=youtu.be&t=405

Nature 530, 148–151 

doi:10.1038/530148a



Preprints

Balancing speed with reliability, reproducibility 

and patient / public safety

Risk of surfacing errors,

assertions, assumptions

that could be harmful to

health



Preprints

● Screening

● Highlighting

● No press releases

● Open commenting

● Links to published articles 

● Assessing what changes?

● A peer-to-peer network for 

researchers

● Still under development

Risk mitigation



Closing

● Defining peer review

● Some history 

● Researching peer review

● Open peer review

● Patient peer review

● Preprints 

Summary 



Web: bmj.com

Email: tbloom@bmj.com

Twitter: @TheoBloom

Thank you!




